The Passport of Education Program
Application area

The code and name of education
program
The regulatory and legal support

Objective of EP:

The concept of education program

Awarded degree:
List of a specialist’s positions

The are a of professional activity

The object of professional activity
Functions of professional activity

Types of professional activity

The educational program is designed to train lawyers, prosecutors, full-time lawyers
of organizations, judges, lawyers, notaries, bailiffs, university professors,
researchersandother professional professionals in the field of law.
6М030100 - «Jurisprudence»
Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Education" of 27.07.2007.; State Standard of
Higher Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan (23.08.2012, № 1080); Model
educational plans (16.08.2013 ж.); National Qualifications Framework, normative
methodological documents of the Ministry of Education and Science.
Profile map of education program
It is designed to form professional competencies for future master's degree of legal
sciences in the field of law and legislation in accordance with the requirements of the
labor market and employers.
It is focused on the implementation of the competence approach in training, is aimed
at the development and development of professional and social competencies of
future master's degree of legal sciences, is strengthened by the practical focus of the
content.
Graduate Qualification Characteristics
Master's degree of legal sciences
The field of professional activity of bachelor of law includes:
- lawyer (legal adviser, lawyer, intellectual property analyst, notary, mediator, patent
attorney, private/public bailiff, assistant lawyer);
- the judge (judge, arbitrator);
- lawyer in state public authority;
- scientific employees in research, teachers in educational institutions.
- Lawyer consulting;
- copyright and patent law;
- drawing up of legal documents;
- representation of clients' interests in judicial and other law enforcement bodies;
- conducting civil, criminal, administrative legal proceedings;
- advocacy;
- notarial activity;
- research activity;
- teaching in educational institutions;
- implementation of business activities.
Commercial and non-commercial organizations, judicial, law enforcement agencies,
prosecutors, state bodies, own (initiative) entrepreneurial activity.
1. Norm-setting activity: development of normative legal acts and preparation for
their implementation;
2. Enforcement activities: justification and adoption of decisions within the limits of
official functions, as well as actions related to the implementation of legal norms,
drafting legal documents;
3. Law enforcement: ensuring the rule of law, security of the individual, society and
the state; protection of public order; prevention, suppression, detection, disclosure and
investigation of offenses; protection of private, state and other forms of ownership;
Expert advisory and research activity: legal advice, legal expertise of documents.
Norm-making, law applicable, law enforcement, expert-consulting and research
activities.
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